We conducted laser light scattering (LLS) measurements in a 13.56 MHz capacitively coupled dusty plasma maintained in silane and argon to study the spatial distribution of silicon nanoparticles and nanoparticle agglomerates. Specifically, we focused on the temporal evolution of their spatial distribution in the plasma as a function of pressure and power. We observed three distinct types of temporal evolution behavior of the nanoparticle dust cloud in the plasma and classified these into three regimes based on pressure and power. Each regime features a distinct pattern in laser light scattering measurements. At low pressures (∼80-100 mTorr) and high powers (∼40-60 W) we observed periodically repeating expansions and contractions of a continuous dust cloud for the first time. Dust voids, which have been reported before, were also observed at high pressures (∼100-150 mTorr) and low powers (∼20-40 W) in the center of the plasma. A mechanism is proposed to explain the observed dynamics of the nanoparticles. The balance between the ion drag force and electrostatic forces and their dependence on particle size are hypothesized to be the dominant factors that determine the nanoparticle cloud dynamics.
Introduction
Dusty plasmas are electrical discharges that contain solid particles with sizes ranging from a few nanometers to many microns [1] . These particles may be produced in situ in the plasma or introduced from an external source. Particles generated in the plasma can cause contamination in semiconductor device manufacturing and decrease production yields [2] [3] [4] [5] . Over the last decades, particle contamination has also received great attention within the fusion plasma research community due to the high chemical reactivity of the dust and the possibility that dust may influence the operation of fusion devices [6, 7] . While early work on dusty plasmas concentrated on understanding particle behavior to solve theses types of contamination problems, later it was realized that plasmas may be used to synthesize particles with unique and useful properties. Indeed, low-pressure discharges excited by fields oscillating at radio frequencies can be used to produce particles and films comprising particles that find applications as biological markers, transparent conductors, light emitting diodes and solar cells [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . For these reasons, significant efforts have been undertaken to study the formation and spatial distribution of particles generated in dusty plasmas. Laser light scattering (LLS) is well suited for observing particles and their spatial distribution in a plasma because LLS is not destructive and does not perturb the plasma. Although LLS intensity is a complex function of particle size, density, shape and refractive index, and its interpretation requires care, one can easily visualize where particles are generated and how they move in the plasma.
In a dusty plasma, particles acquire charge by collecting electrons and ions. In low pressure non-thermal plasmas, dust particles are usually negatively charged because electrons have a much higher temperature than ions and thus move faster; the particles must charge negatively to expel the fast moving electrons so that a time averaged current balance between ions and electrons can be maintained. The magnitudes of the ion drag force and electrostatic forces on the dust particles depend on their size and charge, which also changes with size. Consequently, particles show interesting dynamic behavior in the plasma. For example, they can behave collectively forming distinct structures such as voids [14, 15] , sheets, spheroids [16] and swirling patterns.
Silane-containing plasmas in particular have been widely studied as a prototypical and technologically important example of the cases wherein the particles nucleate and grow in situ in the plasma. Many studies have shown that particle growth undergoes three subsequent stages of nucleation, coagulation and growth via surface reactions of silane fragments [17, 18] . Crystallites of a few nm are formed during the nucleation stage via negative ion clustering [19] [20] [21] [22] and, as the concentration of these initial nanoparticles reach 10 10 cm −3 , aggregates of diameters up to 50 nm are formed via coagulation. During the coagulation stage, particle concentration decreases significantly while the total mass remains almost constant. As these aggregates increase in size, they gain more negative charges and start to expel each other. Further particle growth proceeds via reactions of silane fragments on the nanoparticle surface.
Nucleation and growth of the particles affects the plasma and has been implicated in the appearance of instabilities. For example, Cavarroc et al studied silane-containing plasmas maintained between two parallel electrodes extensively and observed the appearance of a void region in the center of the plasma [23, 24] . This void was associated with a region where the nanoparticles are too small to scatter laser light significantly. They asserted that the nanoparticles nucleate and grow in this region that appears devoid of nanoparticles and showed data from in situ plasma diagnostics and ex situ particle characterization that is consistent with the hypothesis that particle nucleation and growth in the silane plasma is cyclic. The production begins with nucleation of nanoparticles in the void and the larger particles are pushed out towards the edge as they grow. Cavarroc et al also observed instabilities coinciding with particle aggregation in the gas phase [25, 26] . The void region has also been observed in other dust-containing plasmas and has been associated with appearance of the so called 'heartbeat' instability wherein the void expands and contracts periodically [14, 27] .
Herein, we report the observation of a distinct phenomenon that may be related to the void formation previously observed by others. Specifically, we describe spatiotemporal patterns formed by silicon nanoparticles synthesized in a silane-argon plasma maintained between two parallel plates. We used LLS and ion density measurements to reveal nanoparticle dust cloud dynamics in this plasma.
Experimental setup
Experiments were conducted in a parallel plate capacitively coupled plasma reactor described previously [28] . Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup. The plasma is maintained between two planar shower-head electrodes each 19.2 cm in diameter and separated by 2.7 cm. The upper electrode is connected to a 13.56 MHz rf power source through a matching network, which enables the reflected power to be adjusted to 0 W in all experiments. Gases are fed through the holes on the powered upper electrode and pumped out of the region between the electrodes through the holes on the grounded bottom electrode. A 405 nm laser (model LBX-405-100-CIR-PP) and a cylindrical lens are used to produce a planar sheet of laser light. Scattered laser light is imaged onto a CCD camera perpendicular to the plane of this sheet of laser light. An interference filter with a center wavelength of 405 nm is placed in front of the CCD camera to allow only the scattered laser light through, while filtering all other wavelengths. However, the filter has a bandwidth of 10 nm and plasma emission in this wavelength range also contributes to the light intensity detected by the CCD camera. In fact, plasma emission is quite strong compared with scattered laser light at low particle densities and when the particle size is small. To decouple scattered laser light from plasma emission, a chopper is synchronized with the camera such that for every two consecutive frames, one frame is recorded with the laser blocked such that only plasma emission is detected, and the other is recorded with the laser sheet illuminating the region between the electrodes through the chopper such that both plasma emission and scattered laser light are recorded. The difference between the two frames is the scattered laser light intensity.
In the present study, the pressure is varied between 80 mTorr and 150 mTorr and the power is varied between 20 W and 60 W. The precursor and carrier gases are 5% silane in argon and 99.99% industrial grade argon, respectively. For all the plasma conditions used in this article, the flow rate ratio of argon to 5% silane in argon is kept constant at 2.69. Specific flow rates for each pressure are summarized in table 1.
Before conducting a laser light scattering experiment, during which nanoparticles generated in the plasma are visualized, electrodes are pre-heated by maintaining a pristine argon plasma for 15 min. No particles are formed in the pristine argon plasma during this pre-heating step. After this preheating step, we turn off the argon plasma, adjust the flow rates of silane and argon, wait for the flow rates and gas composition in the vacuum chamber to stabilize (typically 6 min), and then strike the plasma and begin the scattering experiments. In a typical experiment, LLS is recorded for approximately 5 or 6 min. After each experiment, silane flow is stopped and the vacuum chamber is purged with argon flow for 6 min before we start the next experiment. After 2 h of experiments with dusty plasmas, we clean both electrodes with isopropyl alcohol to minimize the influence of deposited particles from previous experiments.
Figures 2(a) and (b) show two consecutive images recorded by the CCD camera with and without the chopper blocking the laser sheet in a typical experiment. Figure 2(a) is the spatial variation of plasma emission within the 10 nm bandwidth centered at 405 nm. The spatial variation of LLS is obtained by subtracting figure 2(a) from figure 2(b). Both images in figure 2 are grayscale images where 0 represents the weakest intensity (black) and 255 represents the strongest intensity (white). In figure 2(b) a dust cloud can be seen clearly between the two electrodes, with a maximum intensity of 248. Figure 2 (a) has a maximum intensity of 49 and the spatial variation of plasma emission intensity cannot be appreciated without normalization (see below). Figure 3 shows the same data as in figure 2 but using a normalized color scale where the intensity at each pixel has been divided by the maximum intensity in the frame. Sheaths near both electrodes are visible in both figures 2 and 3. Negatively charged particles and electrons are expelled from the sheaths and thus both LLS and plasma emission intensities are nearly zero in the sheaths. The dust cloud near the electrodes in this flow configuration exhibits periodic spatial modulation caused by the holes on the shower-head electrodes. The hole positions on the shower-head electrodes are indicated by arrows on figure 2(b). Near the upper electrode, the neutral drag force exerted by the gas flow pushes the particle cloud downwards right below the holes. Near the bottom electrode, the dust cloud extends towards the holes as the particles are carried out of the region between the electrodes by the neutral drag force. This periodic wavy appearance of the dust cloud is due to gas flow and not due to variation in the sheath thickness because the optical emission appears radially uniform near the electrodes.
Figures 2(b) and 3(b) show the nanoparticle cloud at a part icular point in time where the dust cloud has an hourglass shaped appearance with its waist getting narrower towards the center plane between the electrodes. The radial periphery appears devoid of particles. At this point in time this appearance is different than dusty plasmas where the void was observed in the central region of the plasma. However, the appearance of the cloud changes with time and its behavior depends on plasma power and pressure.
Results and discussion
Three different types of dust cloud behavior were observed in this study depending on pressure and power. These three types of behavior are classified into the three regimes shown in figure 4 . Type 1 behavior is observed at low pressures and high powers while type 2 behavior is observed at high pressures and low powers. Intermediate pressure to power ratios display type 3 behavior. Each regime features a distinct LLS pattern as will be discussed in detail below. TEM images of particles collected at several different times have been reported before for the same reactor [28] . Figures 5(a) and (b) show another two typical TEM images of particles collected at t = 30 s and t = 300 s. As reported in [28] , average particle sizes at t = 30, 90, 150, 180 and 300 s are about 20, 30, 140, 160 and 110 nm, respectively.
Type 1 behavior: regime 1
At low pressures and high powers we observed periodic expansions and contractions of the dust cloud as illustrated in figure 6 . Figures 6(a) and (b) show the LLS from silicon nanoparticles and plasma emission, respectively, from a SiH 4 / Ar plasma maintained at 100 mTorr and 40 W. The plasma emission intensity is highest in a region that forms an annular ring between the two electrodes. We infer, from the radial symmetry of our system, that the region where the plasma emission is high has the shape of a doughnut or a ring. We presume that the ionization rate is also high within this annular ring. The annular ring develops shortly after the initiation of the plasma, and, surprisingly, maintains this spatial distribution despite significant changes in the nanoparticle (dust) distribution. Presence of an annular hot spot in a pristine Ar plasma has been predicted through modeling by Lymberopoulos and Economou [29] and experimentally confirmed by Dorier and his coworkers [30] . Silane diluted in argon can have similar hot spots. While the dust cloud experiences dramatic periodic radial expansions and contractions (figure 6(a)), the plasma emission evolves very slowly. In particular, the annular region where the plasma emission intensity is high does not move after forming. In contrast, LLS intensity displayed in figure 6 (a) shows radial expansion ( < < t 100 s 124 s) and contraction ( < < t 124 s 188 s) of the dust cloud. We believe that the changing balance between the ion drag and electrostatic forces is responsible for the expansion and contraction of the particle cloud. The mechanism is similar to that proposed previously to explain the void formation in the center of the plasma and the heartbeat instability [27] , in that they both involve the balance between the ion drag and electrostatic forces, but is different in that the shape and position of the void in our case lead to different nanoparticle cloud dynamics. The hot spot that is in the shape of an annular ring will develop a small positive space charge compared with other places in the plasma as more positive ions are created in this region [31] . As a result, negatively charged particles are attracted towards this annular ring region through electrostatic forces. Meanwhile, the ions moving out of the annulus push the particles away from this region through the ion drag force. The electrostatic force that pushes the particles radially outward and away from the center of the plasma scales linearly with particle radius R while the ion drag force scales with R 2 [31, 32] . Thus, for small particles, electrostatic force pointing towards the annular ring dominates the ion drag force pointing away from the ring (where the ionization rate is high) while the opposite is true for larger particles. We surmise that when the nanoparticles are small the electrostatic forces push them away from the center towards the annulus. This is the reason why they tend to spread out initially and the dust cloud expands ( < < t 100 s 124 s). However, at some point later the particle cloud starts to contract because the particles have grown large enough that the ion drag force pushing them towards the center, away from the annular ring, begins to dominate the electrostatic force. Thus, an annular ring resembling the shape of the optical emission intensity distribution becomes devoid of nanoparticles. The time it takes for the dust cloud to expand and contract varies from experiment to experiment (3-5 min) even under the same pressure and power, but the expansioncontraction pattern is always observed in the parameter region (low pressure, high power) indicated as regime 1 in figure 4 .
If the dust cloud expands and contracts fast and finishes before approximately 3.5 min, we observe a second expansion for a small portion of the dust cloud while the majority of the dust cloud remains contracted in the radial center of the discharge (see figure 7(a) , from t = 213 s to t = 272 s). The portion of the cloud that expands eventually contracts again towards the dust cloud in the center as shown in figure 7(a) (t = 272 s to t = 302 s). Comparison of the emission and the LLS shows that the high intensity emission region coincides nearly with the annulus that is devoid of particles. We infer that these secondary expansions are associated with newly generated small nanoparticles as they move radially outwards due to the combined effect of electrostatic attraction towards the annular ring and repulsion from the negatively charged large particles in the dust cloud that remains contracted in the center. The electrostatic forces overcome the ion drag force for these newly generated small particles and push them towards the annular ring region. Once the newly generated particles grow large enough, they are expelled from the annular ring by the ion drag force and another contraction is observed. We should note that, it has been proposed that these second-generation particles may not mix with the first-generation particles and that there is a boundary separating different generation particles [24, 33, 34] . The CCD camera used in the present study, however, does not have enough sensitivity and spatial resolution to capture such separatrix, especially when the second-generation particles grow large enough and start to scatter laser light intensively. The coexistence of particles from two different generations has been shown on TEM images before for the same reactor [28] . These particles were collected in the effluent after the plasma was turned off so that the two generations may have mixed as they flowed out of the system. Thus, we can not comment on the existence of a boundary that separates the two generations while the plasma is on.
In comparison, Dorier and his coworkers alluded to the contraction and expansion of two dust particle layers, one layer near each electrode, in argon diluted silane plasma though only steady state images were reported [35] . The authors also reported that when silane flow was stopped, the dust cloud structure changed from two layers to an annular ring structure. Although at first sight the annular structure might look similar to our dust cloud structure, there are clearly major differences. In their annular structure, there are always particles near the periphery of the electrodes and these particles are connected to the dust cloud in the center via dust layers near the electrodes. The dust void region, if any, is also significantly smaller than ours. Moreover, this annular dust cloud structure disappears within 0.5 s once silane flow is restored.
Finally, we note that, the aforementioned modulation of the dust cloud near both electrodes was observed clearly in figures 6(a) and 7(a). Faster evolution and higher LLS intensities are observed at higher powers and pressures in this regime.
Type 2 behavior: regime 2
At high pressures and low powers we observed a large stable region devoid of dust in the center of the plasma as illustrated in figure 8. Figures 8(a) and (b) show the LLS intensity from silicon nanoparticles and plasma emission, respectively, from a SiH 4 /Ar plasma maintained at 100 mTorr and 20 W. As shown in figure 8(a) , a dust void comes into shape in the center of the plasma after t = 105 s. After its initial formation, the size of the dust void remains almost constant over time, while the average LLS intensities in both the dust void and the surrounding dust cloud gradually increase. The spatial variation of the plasma emission in regime 2 is different than that in regime 1. Instead of peaking off-axis in an annular ring, the emission intensity is found to be highest at the center of the plasma, where the LLS intensity and particle density is low compared to the surrounding dust cloud, as shown in figure 8(b) . Similar to the type 1 behavior at high powers and low pressures, plasma emission does not change significantly over time but the center region where the plasma emission is highest slowly gets smaller as LLS intensity and particle density increases slightly in the dust void (e.g. around t = 220 s). The region where the plasma emission is highest in figure 8(b) has approximately the same shape and size as the dust void in figure 8(a) .
The inverse correlation between the plasma emission and particle density is expected: the regions where there are few or no particles have the highest emission because electron density in these regions is higher. Similar to the void in the shape of an annular ring observed at low pressures and high powers (regime 1), the dust void region observed in the center of the plasma at high pressures and low powers has higher emission and higher ionization rate because the electron density in this region is higher: since there are few particles in the dust void to deplete electrons, the electron density and hence the ionization rate is higher in this region. The dust void also develops a small positive space charge compared to other places in the plasma as more ions are produced in this region. As a result, negatively charged particles are attracted to the dust void through electrostatic forces and at the same time expelled from the dust void through the ion drag force.
Previous experimental [24, 36] and theoretical [37] studies have both demonstrated that dust voids act as nanoparticle nurseries: nanoparticles nucleate in these voids and are pushed out by ion drag as they grow larger. Since Rayleigh scattering intensity is proportional to λ R 6 4 [38] , where R is the particle radius and λ is the wavelength of scattered light, we see much weaker LLS intensities in the dust void where small nanoparticles nucleate. Small nanoparticles stay in the dust void due to the combined effect of electrostatic attraction from the dust void and expulsion from the large negatively charged particles in the surrounding dust cloud. For small particles, the electrostatic forces overcome the opposing ion drag forces pointing away from the dust void. As the nanoparticles grow larger, they are expelled into the surrounding dust cloud and towards the electrodes by the ion drag force and are eventually pumped out of the vacuum chamber.
As shown in figure 8(a) , the structure of the dust cloud is highly symmetrical with respect to the horizontal mid-plane between the two electrodes. For the particles above the midplane, they experience ion drag and electrostatic forces in the opposite directions as compared to the particles below the mid-plane. The neutral drag, however, is always in the downward direction for all the particles. The fact that the dust cloud is still highly symmetrical with respect to the horizonal mid-plane indicates that the neutral drag force plays a much weaker role in the dust cloud dynamics compared to the ion drag and electrostatic forces. We further note that, modulation of the dust cloud near the bottom electrode, caused by the neutral drag force and holes on the bottom electrode, was much weaker in regime 2 compared to that in regime 1. Faster void formation and higher LLS intensities are observed at higher powers and pressures.
Type 3 behavior: regime 3
In regime 3, intermediate powers and pressures, the expansion-contraction pattern observed in regime 1 and the large dust void pattern observed in regime 2 both appear. Figure 9 is the LLS from silicon nanoparticles for a SiH 4 /Ar plasma maintained at 100 mTorr and 30 W, conditions which are in the intermediate regime 3. The dust cloud first expands radially outwards from t = 130 s to t = 160 s and then begins to contract, following the typical expansion-contraction pattern of regime 1. However, between t = 280 s and t = 320 s, the dust cloud breaks into two portions, a small portion near the upper electrode and a much larger portion near the bottom electrode. Both portions shrink in size gradually while some particles start to appear near the edges of the electrodes. Later, from t = 370 s to t = 430 s, fewer and fewer particles remain in the center until eventually a dust void develops in the center of the plasma, a typical pattern observed under the conditions of regime 2. Thus, at intermediate powers and pressures between regime 1 and regime 2, we observe cloud dynamics resembling patterns observed in both regime 1 and regime 2 and the two patterns are connected by a transition stage during which the dust cloud breaks into two portions, one near the upper electrode and one near the lower electrode. Faster evolution and higher LLS intensities are observed at higher powers and pressures.
Ion density measurements
To complement the LLS, we also conducted Langmuir probe measurements during a typical expansion and contraction cycle of the dust cloud observed in regime 1. Specifically, we focused on the temporal evolution of the ion densities at a specific fixed location in the plasma as the dust cloud expanded and contracted. Ion densities were calculated from the Langmuir probe measurements in the ion saturation region assuming that the electron temperature, T e , is a very weak function of plasma parameters and constant at 3 eV, and that ions enter the probe sheath with the Bohm velocity. Electron temperature measurements conducted with a Langmuir probe have been reported before for the same reactor (figure 6 in [28] ). The Langmuir probe measurements showed, between t = 0 s and t = 150 s, a monotonic increase in T e from ∼3.3 eV to ∼4.4 eV after the initiation of the dusty plasma. After t = 150 s, T e remains fairly constant at 4.4 eV. We used 3 eV to obatin an order of magnitude estimate of the ion density. Figure 10 shows the dust cloud during its contraction and expansion in a SiH 4 /Ar plasma maintained at 100 mTorr and 40 W. The red bar represents the radial location where the probe is inserted though the actual probe is situated at a position rotated about 70° with respect to the plane of laser light scattering (see figure 1) . The probe is entirely immersed in the dust cloud between t = 90 s and t = 120 s. As the dust cloud continues to contract between t = 120 s and t = 160 s, the probe gradually emerges out of the dust cloud and is eventually entirely out of the dense part of the dust cloud at t = 160 s. Note, however, a small portion of the dust cloud starts to expand at t = 140 s during the contraction of the dense majority portion. Later the probe becomes entirely immersed in this small expanding portion at around t = 170 s. During its expansion, this small portion gains higher LLS intensity, comparable to that of the majority portion of the dust cloud, at t = 205 s. Following, the dust cloud begins to contract again at around t = 230 s. At around t = 250 s, the probe begins to emerge out of the dust cloud again.
The red curve in figure 11 shows the ion density measurements corresponding to the LLS shown in figure 10 . Ion densities are measured every 10 s for 5 min. As shown by the red curve, the ion density decreases until it reaches a minimum at around 120 s and then rises until around 170 s, at which point it starts to drop again. Interestingly, t = 120 s corresponds to the moment at which the probe starts to emerge out of the dust cloud and t = 170 s is the moment at which the probe becomes entirely immersed in the dust cloud (more specifically, the small expanding portion of the dust cloud that appears at around t = 140 s) again. Later, the ion density curve rises again at around t = 250 s, at which moment the probe starts to emerge out of the dust cloud as the dust cloud undergoes a second contraction towards the center of the plasma. These measurements show that lower ion densities are measured when the probe is partly or entirely immersed in the dust cloud. A plausible explanation is that particles deplete electrons and thus lower local ionization rates and ion densities. Therefore, our earlier assertion that the annular ring region observed in regime 1 and the dust void observed in regime 2 have higher local ionization rates is reasonable because these regions have much fewer particles compared to other places in the plasma. The black curve in figure 11 is another set of ion density measurements under the same plasma pressure and power. Compared to the red curve, the black curve is shifted rightwards because this time the dust cloud contracts and expands slower. The ion density curve may reach its maxima and minima at different times from experiment to experiment, but it still has the same correlations with the corresponding LLS measurements: that is, the ion density is lower when the LLS intensity is higher and vice versa. While the absolute values of the ion density measurements might not be accurate, we believe the consistently observed curve shape and its correlations with LLS measurements are accurate.
Conclusions and summary
We have conducted LLS measurements in a 13.56 MHz capacitively coupled argon diluted silane plasma and studied the spatial distribution of silicon nanoparticles and nanoparticle agglomerates in the plasma. Specifically, we focused on the temporal evolution of the spatial distribution of nanoparticles. Nanoparticles form dust clouds with interesting spatiotemporal distributions and whose dynamics depend on the power and pressure. Based on observations, the spatiotemporal behavior of the silicon nanoparticles is classified into 3 regimes in the pressure and power parameter space. Regime 1 is at low pressures (∼80-100 mTorr) and high powers (∼40-60 W). In regime 1 we have observed periodic radial expansions and contractions of a continuous dust cloud. While appearing similar to the heartbeat instability, to the best of our knowledge the pattern we observed has not been reported before. Most periodic instabilities reported to date exhibit a radially expanding and contracting void that is situated at the center of the plasma. Instead, we observe an annular ring that is devoid of nanoparticles. Regime 2 is characterized by high pressures (∼100-150 mTorr) and low powers (∼20-40 W). In regime 2 we have observed a large stable region devoid of dust in the center of the plasma. This is more reminiscent of the nearly spherical voids reported previously but the void we observed is elongated radially and more elliptical than spherical, a difference that may be due to the low aspect ratio of our parallel plate electrode (large electrode diameter-to-gap ratio) as compared to previous experiments. At intermediate pressures and powers between regime 1 and regime 2 (called regime 3), both the radial expansion-contraction pattern and the large dust void pattern are observed. These two patterns were connected by a transition stage during which the dust cloud broke into two portions vertically and then formed the dust void in the center of the plasma. Ion densities were also measured using a Langmuir probe. Lower ion densities were measured when the Langmuir probe was immersed in the dust cloud, as particles deplete electrons and thus lower local ionization rates. These measurements are consistent with our earlier assertion that regions with enhanced plasma emission (which are also regions devoid of particles) have higher ionization rates. We hypothesize that the balance between the ion drag force and the electrostatic forces and their dependence on particle size are behind the observed particle dynamics but these forces and their balance change as a function of time and position in the plasma. Detailed description will certainly require two (perhaps three) dimensional modeling that can couple the charged species transport to nanoparticle nucleation, growth and transport.
